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Abstract—The Client-Server computing paradigm has significantly influenced the way modern Database Management Systems are designed and built. In such systems, clients maintain data pages in their main-memory caches, originating from the server's database. The Enhanced Client-Server architecture takes advantage of all the available client resources, including their long-term memory. Clients can cache server data into their own disk units if these data are part of their operational spaces. However, when updates occur at the server, a number of clients may need to not only be notified about these changes, but also obtain portions of the updates as well. In this paper, we examine the problem of managing server imposed updates that affect data cached on client disk managers. We propose a number of server update propagation techniques in the context of the Enhanced Client-Server DBMS architecture, and examine the performance of these strategies through detailed simulation experiments. In addition, we study how the various settings of the network affect the performance of these policies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Organizations and companies are deploying database servers at an ever increasing rate in order to meet their basic business requirements. The demand for retrieval and manipulation of very large amounts of data is also increasing rapidly [1], [51], [12]. This trend calls for high throughput database systems and scalable architectures that demonstrate excellent performance characteristics. Previous efforts in the realization of high performance database computing include database machines and multiprocessor databases [18], [6], [8]. Although these efforts offered solutions in the area of database performance, they demanded excessive costs since they required specialized hardware and software.

In recent years, the Client-Server computing paradigm [48] has gained wide-spread acceptance and has been used extensively in the development of contemporary computing systems. Technological advances coupled with reduced pricing in hardware have created a new reality [46]. More specifically, we have experienced the wide availability of inexpensive workstations and powerful PCs, the introduction of large, fast, and reliable disk units, as well as the appearance of fast local area networks [37], [25], [4]. By taking advantage of this infrastructure, the Client-Server paradigm attempts to satisfy the requirements for both high performance and scalability [14]. The successful fulfillment of the last two requirements can lead us to a new era of intense data sharing and network-centric database computing [1].

To this end, Client-Server Database Systems (CS-DBMSs) have been introduced in order to accommodate data sharing and improve performance.

The fundamental concept in CS-DBMSs is that a dedicated machine runs a DBMS and maintains a main centralized database (DBMS-Server) [17], [41], [15], [28]. The users of the system access the database through either their workstations or PCs, via a local area network. The interaction between workstations/PCs and server is achieved by the underlying operating systems and their interprocess communication abstraction mechanisms, such as Remote Procedure Calls or sockets [7], [48]. The workstations typically run user-interface programs and direct all database inquiries and/or updates to the DBMS-Server. In this way, they become the server’s clients. This clustered configuration, which often runs on a Network of Workstations (NOW), has been termed Standard Client-Server DBMS (SCS) [14]. Although the environment in SCS is distributed, the DBMS is centralized and, therefore, transaction handling is easier than in distributed databases [11]. The server attempts to satisfy every incoming client request by first creating and then executing a thread [27]. Threads execute concurrent tasks as different streams of control in the context of a multithreaded database server process [23]. Both commercial products [9], [26], [3], [29], [31], [49] and research prototypes [53], [52], [19], [22], [40], [38] use some variation of this basic Client-Server model.

The Enhanced Client-Server DBMS (ECS-DBMS) [15] offloads disk accesses from the server. This is achieved by having clients run a limited DBMS in terms of concurrency and by caching results of server queries to the client disk managers. The rationale for this type of disk caching is to boost clients’ performance by avoiding potentially highly-loaded servers. In this paper, we study the performance of update propagation techniques for the ECS type of Client-Server DBMS architecture as the number of participating...
clients in the cluster increases. A number of update propagation techniques, whose features range from pure push-servers to self-contained pull-clients, are presented and their performance is studied under a number of workloads through simulation experiments. The simple broadcasting strategy for server updates (push-server) gives better performance rates over the other policies in a number of occasions, while the on-demand update propagation strategy furnishes better results under the condition that none of the server resources reaches full utilization.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the ECS Client-Server DBMS. In Section 3, we state the problem and compare this work with prior related studies. Section 4 suggests a number of policies, and discusses policy characteristics and overheads. Section 5 briefly describes the simulation models used and discusses the system parameters. In Section 6, we present the evaluation methodology and our experimental results. Conclusions can be found in the last section.

2 FEATURES OF THE ENHANCED CLIENT-SERVER DBMS

The Standard Client-Server (SCS) model originated in engineering applications where data are mostly processed in clients with powerful CPUs [46], [26], [3]. In these applications, centralized repositories are used to maintain global data consistency with check in and check out protocols. The Standard Client-Server configuration uses the network as the means to either send messages or ship query results from the server to clients. Clients run presentation managers and application programs locally while they direct data requests to the database servers. Extensive database operations initiated by a number of concurrent clients may generate heavy loads and significant processing delays at the server nodes of the architecture [14].

The Enhanced Client-Server architecture (ECS) [15] offers relief to database servers by utilizing both CPU cycles and I/O capabilities of its clients. The functionality of the clients is “enhanced” to a simplified single-user DBMS. The single-user DBMS in discussion takes advantage of the often voluminous long-term memory spaces available at the client level. In this setting, clients may cache data of their interest (i.e., query results) into their local disk managers for future re-use. Enforcement of data consistency throughout the architecture can be undertaken by the servers that are the primary sites of data. Hence, servers become the caretakers for updates and their propagation to pertinent clients. Fig. 1 shows the general organization of this architecture with two server nodes and three clients. In the remainder of this paper, we will consider issues in the context of a single cluster. A cluster consists of one server and a varying number of clients attached to it. Such a cluster provides the basis for our discussion.

By caching query results over time, a client creates a subset of the server database on its own disk unit. A client essentially maintains a partial replica of the server database which is of interest to the client’s application(s). Later on, a user can integrate into her client database individual data not accessible and of no interest to others. There are two major advantages for this type of disk caching: First, repeated requests for the same server data are eliminated and, second, system performance is boosted as clients can access local data copies. Nonetheless, in the presence of updates, the system needs to ensure proper propagation of either new objects or modified elements to the appropriate clients.

Every time a client decides to cache the results of a query into its own disk, it creates a “new-local” relation. This newly created entity is derived from the server tables and it must be affiliated with these tables. Each such relationship between client cached data and server relations is designated by a client binding. Bindings are described by templates consisting of three elements: the participating server relation(s), the applicable condition(s) used to extract data from the server relations (or predicates), and a timestamp. Conditions essentially play the role of a filtering mechanism and designate which server tuples are of interest to a specific client. The timestamp of a binding indicates the last time the data of a client has been refreshed with updates that have taken place at the server. Since that last time, other modifications may have taken place and they have possibly caused client data to become inconsistent.

Updates are, in general, directed for execution to the server which is the primary site. Pages to be modified are read into main memory, updated, and flushed back to the server disk unit. In ECS, every server relation is associated with an update propagation log which consists of timestamped inserted tuples and timestamped qualifying conditions (predicates) for deleted tuples. Only updated (committed) tuples are recorded in these logs. The number of bytes written to the log per update is generally much smaller than the size of the pages read into main memory [47]. Fig. 2
shows a server relation and its accompanied log with three modifications that have happened at various times. For instance, the operation that took place at 10:48 p.m. was a deletion of records from the server relation. As such, the log only maintains the description of this logical operation.

ECS client query processing against local data is preceded by a request for an incremental update of this data. The server is required to look up the portion(s) of the query-involved relation logs that maintain entries with timestamps greater than the one seen by the submitting client so far. The look-up process in discussion may be carried out once the binding template for the requesting client is available.

The set of all binding templates can be either stored at the server’s catalog (in the form of a binding directory) or collectively maintained by the individual clients. In the former case, the server maintains all the information regarding the caching status of the clients (i.e., which client has “seen” what portions of the server relation logs and up to what time). Naturally, these statistics multiply quickly as the number of clients attached to a server increases. The second alternative releases the server’s DBMS from keeping track of a large number of cached data subsets and the different update states. However, if the distributed option is taken, then a client’s request should be accompanied with the proper binding template.

The binding template enables the server to perform the correct data filtering. Only relevant fractions (i.e., increments) of the modifications (relation update logs) are propagated to the client’s site. A set of algorithms that carry out such operations are based on the incremental access methods for relational systems [39]. These algorithms look up the update logs of the server and transmit differential files. Shipment of short differential files proves to be valuable in settings where the bandwidth of the network is limited.

The concurrent processing of all updates and query/log operations is carried out by the Server DBMS, as Fig. 1 indicates. In order to maintain consistency, data pages are accessed through a standard locking protocol such as the strict-2 φ locking protocol [23]. The lock tables assist the server DBMS in carrying out this protocol. Once a lock has been acquired, the disk manager can schedule a page transfer into the server DBMS buffer area for processing. We assume that the server DBMS buffer area is much smaller than the size of the database. We also assume that the client DBMS buffers are smaller than the size of the cached data on the client disk.

### 3 Problem Formulation and Related Work

The fundamental question addressed in this paper could be summarized as follows: Given an ECS-DBMS configuration and a server committed update, what are the alternatives in propagating/pushing the results of this operation to interested clients? The cached disk-resident data of these clients may become inconsistent after the update commits.

Although the issue in its general framework is not new, it has been examined under different contexts in the past. Alonso et al. [1] examine a similar problem in information systems. They relax the consistency of the client disk cached data and study the performance of Client-Server information systems using quasi-copies of data. Carey et al. [10] examine the performance of five algorithms that maintain consistency of cached data in CS-DBMS. However, the important assumption of this work is that client data are maintained in cache memory and they are not disk resident. Similar work was carried out by Wang and Rowe [52]. Franklin et al. examine the performance of various page-oriented caching techniques [21]. Mohan and Narang [33] propose a recovery algorithm for a Client-Server database environment where server and client clocks do not need to be synchronized. There is also a large amount of work done in the areas of cache coherence algorithms [2] and distributed shared main memories [36]. The major problems examined in the last two areas could be characterized as isomorphic to our problems with the ECS configuration. Work in cache coherence examines how it is possible to maintain memory caches up-to-date with the contents of the main memory and increase overall system performance. In distributed shared main memories, the common channel (or bus) that connects the memories is a serialization element and thus, a potential bottleneck. In the latter, the main issue is how to attach multiple processors to a large group of distributed shared main memories without creating bus congestion.

When the problem is examined in the context of the Enhanced Client-Server DBMS configuration, there are a number of elements that impose new constraints. These constraints stem from the fact that databases work predominantly with disk resident data and that the CPU time to process database operations is not negligible in both server and clients. Other questions that can be examined in this setting are:

1. What is the achieved relative performance of the various propagation alternatives?
2. How do these strategies scale up in the presence of many clients (more than 30-40)?
3. Is there any gain in employing an incremental and on-demand propagation strategy?
4. In a rare-update environment, there is no data inconsistency and clients work off their copies providing a system with almost linearly scalable performance. As
updates increase and their operational areas on the database become larger, what is the overhead that needs to be paid by both the clients and the server to offer timely update propagation?

Some work indirectly related to this study was done in the areas of multiprocessor DBMS architectures [6], fully distributed DBMSs [35], [5], [44], and distributed systems [50], [30], [42].

4 STRATEGIES FOR UPDATE HANDLING

In this section, we introduce five possible strategies for ECS data propagation and talk about their design rationale and supporting mechanisms.

On-Demand Strategy (ODM): This policy has been used in the model of the Enhanced Client-Server model outlined in Section 2. The key idea is that the server does not need to do any bookkeeping in terms of data bindings (e.g., a distributed alternative for the management of the bindings is used). This implies that if a client wants to materialize a query, it has to present the server with its binding/caching information as well as the query itself. In this way, the server is capable of identifying the data space of interest to every individual client request and commences the appropriate actions to service this request. The binding information works as the filter that determines the portions of the server relation logs that need to be forwarded to clients.

![Fig. 3. Logical diagram for the ODM policy.](image)

- **Broadcasting with No Catalog bindings (BNC):** This policy pushes just committed updates to all clients in a cluster indiscriminately. The CS configuration that operates under this policy requires no additional server overhead in terms of functionality. The server avoids look-up log operations and computations needed to determine the destination of the updates. As soon as a write operation commits, the server establishes a communication channel with every client (point-to-point). Through this channel, updated tuples (data) are pushed to workstations. After the transfer is finished, the server closes the communication channel indicating the completion of the broadcast. When a client receives the changes, it suspends any on-going work and determines if the modifications broadcast affect its operational locale in any way. The latter can be easily established with the client catalog information at hand. If a client has to abort the current job, it then flushes (commits) the newly arrived changes into its disk and restarts the just aborted query. Fig. 4 shows the logical structure of this strategy. The network traffic consists of update requests and updated records. Queries are executed solely at the clients, without any server interaction.

- **Broadcasting With Catalog bindings (BWC):** This policy extends the previous scheme by trying to limit the amount of data transported over the network (Fig. 5). This is done by reducing the volume of data based on server-maintained binding information. A directory of binding information for each client has to be maintained in the server DBMS system area (Binding Directory in Fig. 5). This directory states, in terms of predicates or bindings, the specific areas of the database that each client has cached into its disk. Every time an update job commits, the server opens a communication channel with a specific client only if its binding calls for it. In addition, when this channel is established, only a portion of the updated tuples needs to travel over the network—those pertinent to the client’s locale. Any query executing at the client site during the broadcasting is aborted and can be restarted after the incoming modifications have been committed into the client disk manager. The directory of the bindings could be maintained in main memory. However, when the number of clients increases, such
an assumption is not realistic and the binding directory has to be maintained in the long-term memory.

Two additional propagation policies are proposed by combining the concepts described so far and by incorporating the idea of periodic update broadcasting. In periodic update broadcasting, logs are used as the main tool to record the “net changes.” Here, client-originated queries are handled in a manner similar to the one described in the ODM configuration. The additional feature is that, at regular intervals, the server is interrupted by a daemon. The daemon essentially collects all the changes “not seen” by the clients yet and initiates their propagation. It is anticipated that this type of data “prefetching” may offer gains on possible server idle time periods. During these periods certain useful propagation work may take place. Nevertheless, it is expected that under stringent job submission times (short think times) the periodic propagation will suffer.

As soon as the server daemon reads the “not yet seen” portions of the log into the main-memory buffers, it can push them to the various clients. This transmission of log portions can be carried out by either a naive or a discriminatory broadcasting strategy. The former strategy results in Periodic broadcasting with No Catalog bindings (PNC) and the latter in Periodic broadcasting With Catalog bindings (PWC). The qualitative difference of the two strategies above is the same as that between BNC and BWC. Periodic broadcasting With relation Catalog bindings (PWC) attempts to limit the volume of data transferred over the local area network using server catalog information about the operational areas of every client. When modifications broadcast are received, clients operate in ways similar to the ones outlined earlier (e.g., interrupting any on-going operation, flushing received data into the local disk, etc.). Figs. 6 and 7 show functional diagrams for the PNC and PWC policies, respectively.

5 Simulation Models

We have developed software packages corresponding to the functionality of the five update propagation policies. Fig. 8 shows the high-level models used to derive our packages; models for a server, the communication medium, and one client only are shown.

The server model maintains all the key processing elements of a database system [24]. The top layer of the model termed Server Database Manager parses the incoming messages, carries out request decomposition, and places jobs in the queue of the database scheduler. The scheduler in conjunction with the Concurrency Control Manager determines when a job has to be admitted for processing by the database engine (internals of the server). The Concurrency Control Manager overlooks the maximum allowed number of jobs scheduled for processing, manages the locking mechanism, maintains the wait-for graph of the active jobs, detects deadlocks, and, finally, releases the necessary locks upon a job’s completion. An externally imposed multiprogramming degree is set in order to avoid job thrashing and remains constant throughout the execution of the client requests.

The Buffer, Disk & Log Manager controls the allocation of main-memory buffer space (equal segments are allotted to all active jobs) and manages the disk unit(s). We assume that the buffers can hold only a portion of the server database. This manager is also responsible for the incremental log operations as they were discussed in Section 4. The Resource Manager handles all the available resources at the server site, namely, the CPU, the pool of the main-memory buffers, the disk units, and the network interface. We assume no contention in both system and memory bus. Resources are allocated to the various managers as soon as they become available. While server requests are being processed, they “consume” the resources of the server such as CPU, disk I/O, buffer space etc. Time spent on the server resources for the processing of requests is recorded by the simulation software for reporting purposes. Table 1 shows settings for system features and penalties involved in the operation of the database managers.
The Communication Network Managers at both clients and server are responsible for the processing of the critical path of the remote process calls (RPCs) [7], [43]. The critical path is the set of instructions that has to be executed for every remote procedure call before the database manager traps to the operating system kernel. During this processing, data are segmented to packets, converted to the appropriate format (marshaling), and augmented with header fields such as destination addresses. Packets placed at the network interface are ready for transmission. At the receiving end, the corresponding Communication Network Manager follows the reverse process: Packets are stripped off their header addresses, unmarshalled, and used to assemble the received message and/or data. Schroeder and Burrows [43] have shown that only a quarter of the total time needed to transfer a packet between two sites is spent on the Ethernet transmission. This result suggests that a serious amount of time is spent by both the dispatching and receiving nodes before a packet is attached to the network interface. In [13], a linear model is proposed to estimate such overheads; it consists of a fixed overhead per message plus penalties due to the size of the data passed through the network. Both $msg_{const}$ and $msg_{variable}$ (Table 2) account for these extra CPU penalties, which take place at the dispatching and receiving network interfaces. In general, these overheads increase linearly with the size of transferred data [32].
The structure of the network model consists of a queue and the network resource \((Net)\). Messages, transaction requests, and data transfers between clients and the server are routed through the network. Delays due to high contention of the communication medium may occur when the number of attached clients is increased. Requests appearing on the network interfaces of all sites receive top scheduling priority and preempt the CPU from any ongoing work.

Client models essentially reflect the need for the long-term caching of server-originated data. These data become part of the local disk space before any local query materialization commences. The client sites are responsible for the creation of the transactions that the architecture will have to complete. This task is delegated to the Workload Generator Module. Client sites consist of a simplified database manager that helps implement the designated update propagation policy and carries out normal transaction processing with the use of main-memory buffers and disk space. The Client Catalog, Update Policy, and Buffer & Disk Space Managers coordinated by the Client Database Manager control the way all locally available resources are used. The resources in discussion are the CPU, the existing buffer space, the communication interface, and the local disk unit; they are all integrated in the Resource Manager. The local disk unit is predominantly used for intertransactional long-term caching. Due to restricted buffer space available, join operations may require a number of repetitive disk accesses to the same pages [45]. We also assume that there is one user per client node.

Table 3 shows the parameters related to data used in the experimentation. Only portions of the server relations are initially cached in the client site. In particular, the \(\alpha_{Rel}\) parameter indicates this fraction. As Section 2 indicates, only a fraction of the server updated pages have to be recorded at the incremental logs; this fraction is represented by the \(wr_{log}\_fract\) parameter [47]. The number and size of used relations, as well as the size of pages, are also shown in Table 3.

In the BNC policy, queries are processed exclusively on the clients while updates are directed to the server. After the server updates commit, the newly modified records are forwarded to all clients that participate in the cluster. If a client receives records while processing a query, then it has to interrupt its ongoing work in order to service the incoming updates. These updates have to be filtered against the locally available binding information. The purpose of this step is twofold: first, the relevance of the incoming data against the client bindings is determined and second, if pages already in the client query buffer are affected by the new arrivals, the current query has to be aborted and restarted. The above processing is represented by the client CPU overhead \(inst_{br}\). The Workload Generator Module resubmits a request if necessary.

The Update Propagation Manager of the BWC server needs to retrieve binding information from the system catalog. The portion of the catalog that maintains bindings cannot be generally maintained in main memory. Therefore, a number of appropriate disk pages have to be carried out in order to access the appropriate bindings. This information is used in conjunction with the newly in-memory updated tuples so that the server determines the tuple portions suitable to each client. In the BWC policy, this penalty is expressed in terms of CPU processing with a \(cpu_{dir}\_page\) overhead. CPU Penalties due to client processing for pushed data is designated by the \(inst_{br}\_factor\). In the PNC/PWC policies, the server Update Policy Manager initiates reading of the unread incremental log portions. The server charges CPU log processing \(inst_{log}\) time required for the retrieved log data. In PWC, we need to retrieve not only the unread portions of the logs, but also the binding information from the server catalog in order to decide the appropriate log portions for each client. Similarly to BWC, every page derived from the binding directory is charged with \(cpu_{dir}\_page\) time for CPU processing.


dbms parameters | explanation | value
---|---|---
\(src\_cpu\_mips\) | Server CPU Speed | 41 MIPs
\(src\_disk\_size\) | Avg. Disk Page Access Time | 12 ms
\(src\_main\_mem\) | Size of Buffer Server | 2000 Pages
\(mpl\) | Server Multiprogram. Degree | 12
\(get\_lock\) | Instrs to Get a Lock | 1500 ins
\(rel\_lock\) | Instrs to Release a Lock | 500 ins
\(dd\_search\) | Deadlock Detection Phase | 25000 ins
\(kill\_time\) | Time to Kill a Job | 80 msec
\(read\_page\) | Instrs to Read a Page | 6500 ins
\(write\_page\) | Instrs to Write a Page | 8000 ins
\(inst\_sel\) | Instrs to Select from a Page | 10000 ins
\(inst\_prj\) | Instrs to Select from a Page | 13000 ins
\(inst\_join\) | Instrs to Join a Page | 29000 ins
\(inst\_mod\) | Instrs to Modify a Page | 12500 ins
\(inst\_log\) | Instrs to Process a Log Page | 5000 ins
\(inst\_ism\) | Instrs to Log a Page in Disk | 6000 ins
\(interal\_tm\) | Periodic Broadcasting Interval | 5 sec
\(el\_cpu\_mips\) | Client CPU Speed | 20 MIPs
\(el\_disk\_size\) | Avg. Client Page Access Time | 16 msec
\(el\_main\_mem\) | Size of Client Buffer | 500 Pages
\(inst\_br\) | Instrs to Broadcast a Page | 8000 ins
\(inst\_up\) | Instrs to Process | 40000 ins
\(dir\_cond\) | Broadcasted Updates at Clients | 2 Pages
\(cpu\_dir\_page\) | Avg. Time to Process a Directory Page | 15 msec

Table 1: Parameters for the Database Managers

| net parameters | explanation | value
---|---|---
\(msg\_const\) | Initial Cost Per Message | 10000 ins
\(msg\_variable\) | Overhead Per Packet | 2000 ins
\(pack\_size\) | Size of a Packet | 1024 Bytes
\(net\_rate\) | Network Rate | 10 Mbits/sec
\(msg\_length\) | Avg. Size of Messages | 400 Bytes
\(msg\_odm\) | Avg. Size of ODM Messages | 2048 Bytes

Table 2: Network Related Parameters

| data parameters | explanation | value
---|---|---
\(pg\_size\) | Page Size | 2KBytes
\(rel\_size\) | Relation Size | 1000 pages
\(num\_of\_rel\) | Number of Relations | 8
\(a_{Rel}\) | Portion of Server-Relations | 0.3
\(wr\_log\_fract\) | Fraction of an Update into the Relation-Log | 0.10

Table 3: Data Related Parameters
6 Experimental Results

This section briefly discusses our evaluation methodology and presents the main results of our experimentation. Two elementary workloads are used in the process; they constitute the basis for our comparison. We also discuss the role of key parameters in our analysis.

6.1 Workloads and Measurement Methodology

The means to create the client data patterns of access is that of job streams. A job is either a query or an update. A job stream is a sequence of jobs made up by mixing queries and updates in a predefined proportion. In the two extreme cases, we can have either query or update-only streams. Every client is assigned to execute such a stream. Utilizing the varying query/update ratios feature that our simulators demonstrate, we conduct two families of experiments:

1) Those with Constant number of Update jobs (CU), where a constant number of four clients submit update-only streams, and the remaining clients submit query-only streams. This setting simulates stock market environments or generally environments with few writers and many readers.

2) Those with Variable Update jobs (VU) where each stream is a combination of both queries and updates. Updates constitute 10 percent of all the jobs and are uniformly distributed over the queries of each stream, simulating traditional database environments.

Queries consist of relational operations that manipulate up to 10 percent of the pages of the server relation(s). Thus, two families of experiments were carried out using job streams that were of CU and VU stream types. The same streams were submitted for all update propagation strategies. The workload definition has been enhanced to reflect the incorporation of CPU network processing and accessing catalog pages. The objectives of the experiments are to:

- Examine how the various update propagation techniques behave under these workloads.
- Identify important parameters and study their impact on the different strategies.

Naturally, the values of the system parameters are implementation-dependent, but our objective is to come up with relative estimates. In the simulations, we vary two parameters: the number of participating clients from five to 100 (x axis of the graphs) and the update page selectivity from 2 percent to 8 percent. The simulators create streams by randomly selecting jobs from sets of query and update templates. The page update selectivity remains the same throughout all the modifications of the same job stream.

The main performance criterion for our evaluation is the overall average job throughput. The average throughput is measured in jobs per minute (JPM); this metric is projected on the y axis of our graphs. The number of participating jobs per stream was selected to be long enough—135 jobs per stream—to guarantee satisfactory standard deviation for our experiments. The utilized stream length resulted in standard deviation ranging between 0.1 percent and 2.6 percent, which is considered satisfactory [20].

Initially, client think time is set to zero in order to test the various update propagation strategies under stringent conditions. In our experiments, the clients have cached the data of their interest in their respective disk units before experimentation commences. The size of the cached data in every client is much smaller than that of the server database (e.g., about a third).

6.2 CU Experiment

Fig. 9 shows the performance results of the five policies for 2% update jobs in the CU workload as we increase the number of clients attached to a server. The number of update streams remains at four (4) throughout the experiment. The key observations are:

- BNC surprisingly performs better than ODM. One would expect that the on-demand strategy should give the best rates. In the ODM strategy, there are incremental log pages that have to be first written into the disk and subsequently read on behalf of the various clients. In the context of the BNC policy, no such reading/writing takes place. Updated tuples from the main memory buffers (just before or after the transaction commit) are put forward to the network interface. The BNC does not only require server CPU time but also increases the network utilization as it employs point-to-point communication. The ODM policy poses CPU processing requirements for incremental log but, as the sizes of data increments are generally small, they yield to low network utilization rates. However, the combined effect of BNC CPU processing and network is less than its ODM counterpart, since BNC avoids expensive disk operations.

- PNC throughput values fall below ODM performance, while BWC and PWC configurations present the worst performance rates. PNC is a hybrid between ODM and BNC. In PNC, server logs are maintained and client originated queries retrieve log portions on-demand (similarly to ODM). In addition, at regular time intervals (every 5 secs.), a daemon for update broadcasting is invoked and propagates without discrimination the updated tuples “not sought” until that time. Since there is no think time, the disk utilization for this policy ranges between 0.91 and 0.94 for more than 30 clients. This forces the throughput curve to be considerably lower than that of ODM. The reason for the low throughput rates achieved by both BWC and PWC is the high CPU server utilization, which ranges between 0.73 and 0.78 for the BWC, and 0.53 and 0.62 for PWC for more than 25 clients. A great deal of the CPU time in BWC/PWC policies goes to processing of catalog pages. In particular, BWC spends 73.00 percent of its busy CPU time processing catalog pages and PWC 61.90 percent.
For more than 80 clients, PWC offers slightly improved throughput rates over BWC. In this client space, both configurations achieve similar server CPU and network utilizations. However, PWC retrieves portions of the logs at regular intervals and this results in high disk utilization levels (between 0.95 and 0.97), while the BWC’s disk utilization remains limited (between 0.49 and 0.51). Higher disk utilization indicates that, while the CPU is processing, either updates or network related requests, the disk manager forwards the appropriate logs portions to be transmitted into the buffer area. This concurrent activity is the reason why PWC offers better throughput rates.

Fig. 10 shows the results of the CU experiment with writers updating 6 percent of the server relation pages. BNC and ODM curves come very close, since the benefits and penalties of each one under the current size of updates...
provide almost equivalent throughput rates (note that the total number of update jobs remains the same as before). Essentially, the higher network utilization along with the higher CPU server utilization offset the high disk utilization of the ODM (the latter still maintains significantly lower CPU and network utilization). PNC and PWC drop below the BWC curve as the sizes of the logs increase (due to larger updates) and create more disk accesses for both types of periodic propagation.

Fig. 11 depicts the results for the CU experiment with 8 percent update page selectivity jobs. The ODM curve gives better results than that of BNC. Due to the significantly larger number of updated tuples, BNC creates a congested network. The ODM configuration maintains low network utilization by selectively forwarding only portions of the logs. The gap between BNC and BWC becomes smaller compared to the corresponding gaps of the two previous graphs. The same is the case with PNC and PWC. This
indicates that heavy updates are handled better with directory-based techniques (BWC, PWC). Obviously, there is a trade-off between catalog page reading and update propagation over the network.

6.3 VU Experiment

Fig. 12 shows the results of the VU experiment for 2 percent updates in all five propagation configurations. The major points are:

- ODM dominates up to 30 clients, but then drops below the throughput rates achieved by BNC. Table 4 explains why this happens. ODM disk and CPU utilization values are overall higher than their counterparts of BNC, resulting in faster completion of the client jobs.
- ODM decline starts at 40 clients; beyond this point, the server disk utilization ranges between 0.87 and 0.97 (Table 4). This indicates that the disk becomes the main bottleneck point as the number of updates increases with the number of participating clients.
- BNC decline starts at 50 clients when the network utilization reaches 0.83. Beyond this point, the network utilization ranges between 0.91 and 0.98 and it becomes the major bottleneck element for the strategy.
- PNC achieves lower rates than ODM mainly due to stringent time conditions at the server, and the extra disk and CPU required processing for periodic update propagation.
- Policies based on catalog page reviewing have the worst performance. BWC requires heavy use of the server CPU for clusters that have more than 25 clients attached (CPU utilization is between 0.47 and 0.83), while PWC demonstrates a highly utilized disk manager (utilization is between 0.79 and 0.97 for more than 25 clients). The heavy PWC disk utilization in this area results in performance worse than that of BWC.

Fig. 13 shows the results of the experiment with updates of 6 percent. BNC offers the best performance throughout the range of the clients, while BWC has emerged as the second best configuration. These two configurations demonstrate high server disk and CPU utilizations while the ODM suffers from very high disk utilization for more than 30 clients (higher than 0.91). Periodic type of propagation policies suffer also from very high disk utilization rates for more than 15 clients. Similar trends are shown in Fig. 14 in which the various curves become more distinguished.

It is worth mentioning that, in the VU workload, where the total number of update jobs increases with the number of clients increases, the coupling of a fast server with a fast network makes broadcasting a more effective way of pushing changes than the lazy and on-demand strategy. ODM has to spend a considerable amount of time in the disk resident log.

6.4 Experiments with Think Time

To examine the behavior of the various propagation policies in the presence of nonzero think time we reran the experiments with an average client think time of 15 secs. For brevity, we present only four resulting graphs, namely those corresponding to the experiments CU and VU for update jobs with page selectivity of 2 percent and 6 percent.

Figs. 15 and 16 depict the results of the CU experiment. ODM is does better than any other configuration since the think time provides lighter server resource contention. In Fig. 16, ODM offers inferior throughput rates than BNC in the 80-100 client range due to high disk utilization (which varies between 0.88 and 0.90). In this same high client space, the BNC strategy capitalizes on the fast network interface and provides better throughput rates. ODM maintains lower throughput rates only when the server disk becomes the bottleneck (Fig. 16—between 80 and 100 clients). The configurations based on the periodic type of update propagation perform well and their performance approaches that of ODM in Fig. 15. PNC and PWC use the server’s idle periods (implicitly provided by the client think time) to push updates. However, under larger updates (i.e., Fig. 16), the gap between PNC/PWC and ODM becomes larger since these idle server periods become shorter. Note also that in Fig. 16, PNC/PWC give better results than BNC/BWC due to light server resource utilization in the 5-25 client range.

Figs. 17 and 18 show the results of the VU with 2 percent and 6 percent update jobs and an average client think time of 15 secs. In the graph with 2 percent update jobs, the ODM offers the best performance between five and 80 clients. Beyond 80 clients, its throughput rates are inferior to those of BNC due to heavy server resource utilization. Simple updated tuple broadcasting does relatively well at the beginning of the client space, and offers the best rates for more than 80 clients (the network for BNC is still fairly uncongested, i.e., at 100 clients the utilization is 0.34). In Fig. 17, the BWC configuration gives the poorest rates. The number of binding information pages that have to be retrieved in order to process updates increases linearly with the number of submitting streams (VU experiment). This retrieval activity contributes significantly to the deterioration of the throughput rates.

1. 10MBits/sec are allotted effectively to transfer modified tuples/data between server and clients.

**TABLE 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num. of Clients $\rightarrow$</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ODM Disk – Ut</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODM CPU – Ut</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODM Net – Ut</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNC Disk – Ut</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNC CPU – Ut</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNC Net – Ut</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When the updates become larger (Fig. 18), the decline of ODM over BNC comes much earlier—at around 50 clients—since the server log manager must cope with larger pieces of updated data. The server disk utilization varies between 0.69 and 0.89. In the range between 60 and 90 clients, the BWC behaves better than ODM because its server resources remain moderately loaded (i.e., disk utilization varies between 0.49 and 0.56 and CPU between 0.59 and 0.76). Beyond that point, the BWC becomes CPU-bound and the ODM disk-bound. Both BWC and ODM provide similar throughput rates. PNC/PWC present the poorest performance as they not only use the log manager heavily but also utilize the server’s CPU a great deal.

6.5 Sensitivity Analysis

In this last section, we examine the behavior of the five update propagation strategies under diverse network and catalog paging parameter settings. Fig. 19 depicts the results of the CU experiment, with job updates of 8 percent in a highly loaded network. We simulate this congested net-
work by setting the msg\_const overhead to 50,000 instructions and bringing the effective transfer rate over the network at 0.5 Mbits/Sec. In this graph, the ODM configuration offers the best throughput rates, while the configurations based on filtering results after consulting catalog pages (BWC and PWC) come second. Overall, ODM maintains 1.8 times better average performance than PWC and 4.14 times better than BNC due to effective use of the incremental log operations. The network utilization in PNC/BNC for more than 10 clients is more than 0.97, and around the same levels in PWC/BWC for more than 40 clients. In contrast, the ODM configuration maintains network utilization between 0.13 (at 10 clients) and 0.70 (at 100 clients). For the other update curves (2 percent, 4 percent, and 6 percent), we observe similar trends with those depicted in Fig. 19.

Fig. 20 shows the results for the respective VU experiment with 8 percent update jobs in a highly loaded net-
work. BWC offers better rates than ODM in the range between 10 and 40 clients. In this range, the high disk utilization observed for ODM creates significant overheads. Nevertheless, for more than 40 clients, BWC experiences high network utilization (greater than 0.97). High network utilization works negatively for the BWC policy in the high client space since the total number of updates increases linearly to the number of participating clients (VU type of experiment). The ODM network utilization ranges between 0.26 and 0.64 in the whole client space of the experiment.

Figs. 21 and 22 show the results of CU and VU experiments for updates of 2 percent in a long haul or mobile network. Clients and server communicate through dedicated communication lines at 19,600 bits per second (BPS). ODM in both experiments offers the best service since it uses its incremental log processing. In both experiments, the network
bandwidth is almost fully utilized in all configurations. Thus, the best strategy is the one that puts the least amount of traffic on the network (i.e., ODM). Although both PWC and BWC discriminate in terms of the volume of data they put forward to the network, they fail to service clients individually. This creates longer completion times for the submitted streams than those achieved in ODM.

Finally, Figs. 23 and 24 present the results of the CU and VU experiments under light penalties for catalog-based operations for broadcasting policies. More specifically, the server makes one disk access to retrieve the binding conditions for a group of five clients on average, and each such page is processed with 0.125 msec cpu_dir_page overhead once in the buffer area. Although the curves in Figs. 23 and 24 indicate trends similar to those of Figs. 19 and 20, the BWC and PWC have come very close to the ODM which maintains the best overall performance. This observation indicates that catalog-based propagation techniques are worth exploiting as long as the catalog bookkeeping is inexpensive. In CU and for clients in the range of 10-20, BWC
gives higher throughput values than its ODM counterpart because of the available network bandwidth. High network utilization is a serious obstacle for achieving higher performance rates in both BWC and PWC for more than 40 clients.

7 CONCLUSIONS
Contemporary Client-Server DBMS architectures do not only exploit ephemeral data caching but they also make use of the available client disk space. The Enhanced Client-Server DBMS is such a configuration where clients cache data from the server(s) in their long-term memory. However, data consistency needs to be maintained at all times. In this paper, we have discussed update propagation techniques for the Enhanced Client-Server DBMS architecture and evaluated them under multiple job streams of different composition and varying update rates.

Five strategies for propagating updates from the server to the clients were proposed, namely, ODM (On Demand),
BNC/BWC (Broadcasting with NO/With Catalog bindings), and PNC/PWC (Periodic broadcasting with NO/With Catalog bindings). The core architectural configuration for our experiments consisted of a server connected to a varying number of clients. We were interested in the way that the various update propagation strategies scale up their performance as the number of clients per server increases. Our main experimental results are:

1) ODM offers the best performance if none of the server resources reaches full utilization.
2) Under high utilization of server resources, the BNC configuration surprisingly offers the best performance when:
   - The updates have small update page selectivities.
   - The number of clients is large (more than 60-70) in the CU family of experiments.
• The number of updates increases linearly with the number of clients attached to the server.

A fast local area network paired with fast processing CPUs at both ends of a critical path offers a combined job completion time for the broadcasting policies that is shorter than that achieved by the ODM strategy.

3) If ECS operates under a heavily loaded network, then ODM policy provides the best performance independent of workload. The gains become more obvious for the more heavily updating curves. The same is the case if ECS functions in long haul networks.

4) When server bookkeeping is inexpensive in terms of disk accesses and CPU processing time, propagation techniques based on catalog pages and updated tuple filtering may considerably cut down on network traffic.

5) Periodic type of update propagation demonstrates significant gains when there is nonzero think time. The highest gains were attained for the light update curves.
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